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Abstract
In this paper, we consider higher order Barnes-type q-Bernoulli polynomials and
numbers and investigate some identities of them. Furthermore, we discuss some
identities of higher order Barnes-type q-Euler polynomials and numbers.
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1 Introduction
Let p be a given odd prime number. Throughout this paper, we assume that Zp, Qp and
Cp will, respectively, denote the rings of p-adic integers, the ﬁelds of p-adic numbers and
the completion of algebraic closure of Q – p. The p-adic norm |p|p = p . Let UD(Zp) be
the space of uniformly diﬀerentiable functions on Zp. For f ∈ UD(Zp), the bosonic p-adic









f (x) (see [–]). ()
It is well known that an integral equation of the bosonic p-adic integral I on Zp,
I(f) – I(f ) = f ′(), ()









n! (see [, –]). ()
When x = , B(r)n = B(r)n () is called higher order Bernoulli numbers. Higher order Barnes-









B(r)n (x|a, . . . ,ar)
tn
n! (see [–, –]). ()
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When x = , B(r)n (a, . . . ,ar) = B(r)n (|a, . . . ,ar) is called higher order Barnes-type Bernoulli
numbers.
In this paper we consider higher order Barnes-type q-Bernoulli polynomials and num-
bers and investigate some identities of them. We also discuss some identities of higher
order Barnes-type q-Euler polynomials and numbers.
2 Higher order Barnes-type q-Bernoulli polynomials and numbers
In this section, we assume that q ∈Cp with |–q|p < p–







qet –  e
xt , ()
where f(x) = f (x + ). q-Bernoulli polynomials are deﬁned by Kim to be
t + logq






n! (see [–, , –]). ()
When x = , Bn,q = Bn,q() is called q-Bernoulli numbers.
Higher order q-Bernoulli polynomials are deﬁned as









When x = , B(r)n,q = B(r)n,q() is called higher order q-Bernoulli numbers.
We deﬁne higher order Barnes-type q-Bernoulli polynomials as follows:
(t + logq)r




Bn,q(x|a, . . . ,ar) t
n
n! . ()
When x = , Bn,q(a, . . . ,ar) = Bn,q(|a, . . . ,ar) is called higher order Barnes-type q-
Bernoulli numbers. By (), we get
∫
Zp







(qaeat – ) · · · (qar eart – )e
xt . ()
By () and (), we get
∞∑
n=
Bn,q(x|a, . . . ,ar) t
n
n!
= (t + logq)
r











qax+···+arxr e(ax+···+arxr+x)t dμ(x) · · · dμ(xr)

















From (), we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem . Let n ∈N∪ {}. Then we have











× (ax + · · · + arxr + x)n dμ(x) · · · dμ(xr). ()
From (), we have
∫
Zp



















f (a + dx)dμ(x). ()
























































(al + · · · + arlr + x
d + ax + · · · + arxr
)n










(al + · · · + arlr + x
d
∣∣∣a, . . . ,ar
) tn
n! . ()
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By (), (), () and (), we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem . Let n ∈N∪ {}. Then we have





( lx + · · · + lrxr + x
d
∣∣∣a, . . . ,ar
)
. ()
It is well known that an integral equation of the bosonic p-adic integral I on Zp satisﬁes
the following integral equation:




If we take f (xi) = qaixi eaixit for i = , . . . , r, then we have
∫
Zp















qax+···+arxr e(ax+···+arxr )t dμ(x) · · · dμ(xr)
= (t + logq)
r






































qal+···+arlr (al + · · · + arlr)j
× Bm–j,q(na, . . . ,nar) t
m
m! . ()
Thus, by () and (), we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem . Let n ∈N∪ {}. Then we have









qal+···+arlr (al + · · · + arlr)jBm–j,q(na, . . . ,nar). ()
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qax+···+arxr e(ax+···+arxr )t dμ(x) · · · dμ(xr)
= (t + logq)
r













qal+···+arlr (t + logq)
r










(al + · · · + arlr
n










(al + · · · + arlr
n
∣∣∣a, . . . ,ar
) tm
m! . ()
Thus, by () and (), we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem . Let n ∈N∪ {}. Then we have




(al + · · · + arlr
n
∣∣∣a, . . . ,ar
)
. ()
3 Higher order Barnes-type q-Euler polynomials









n! (see [–, –]). ()
When x = , En = En() is called higher Euler numbers. For f ∈ UD(Zp), the fermionic




f (x)dμ–(x) = limN→∞
pN–∑
x=
f (x)(–)x (see []). ()
It is well known that an integral equation of the fermionic p-adic integral on Zp is
I–(f) + I–(f ) = f (), ()
where f(x) = f (x + ).
Let a, . . . ,ar ∈Cp \ {}. Higher order Barnes-type Euler polynomials are deﬁned as
r




En(x|a, . . . ,ar) t
n
n! (see [, , ]). ()
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When x = , En(a, . . . ,ar) = En(|a, . . . ,ar) is called higher order Barnes-type Euler num-
bers. We deﬁne higher order Barnes-type q-Euler polynomials as follows:
r




En,q(x|a, . . . ,ar) t
n
n! . ()
When x = , En,q(a, . . . ,ar) = En,q(|a, . . . ,ar) is called higher order Barnes-type q-Euler
numbers.
By (), if we take f (xi) = qaixi eaixit for i = , . . . , r, then we have
∫
Zp
qaixi eaixit dμ–(xi) =

qaixi eaixit +  . ()
By (), we get
∫
Zp
qax+···+artr e(ax+···+arxr+x)t dμ(x) · · · dμ(xr)
= 
r
(qaeat + ) · · · (qar eart + )e
xt . ()
By () and (), we get
∞∑
n=






















qax+···+arxr (ax + · · · + arxr + x)n dμ–(x) · · · dμ–(xr) t
n
n! . ()
From (), we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem . Let n ∈N∪ {}. Then we have







qax+···+arxr (ax + · · · + arxr + x)n dμ–(x) · · · dμ–(xr). ()
From (), we have
∫
Zp
















f (a + dx)dμ–(x). ()
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By (), if we take f (xi) = qaixi eaixit for i = , . . . , r, then we have
∫
Zp































qa dx+···+ar dxr e(
a l+···+a lr+x















(al + · · · + alr + x
d + ax + · · · + arxr
)n











(al + · · · + arlr + x
d
∣∣∣a, . . . ,ar
) tn
n! . ()
By () and (), we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem . Let n ∈N∪ {}. Then we have





(al + · · · + arlr + x
d
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